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Serial Entrepreneur Dr Oyinkansola Jinadu, Is
Shaking Up the Beauty Industry in Dallas
a month ago • by Adunni Amodeni

Dr Oyinkansola Jinadu is a serial entrepreneur you will want to know. She is a Nigerian
American beauty entrepreneur, public speaker, educator, author, philanthropist,
women's rights activist, and keynote speaker on domestic violence. Dr OJ, as she has
been popularly referred to as the founder of HD Pro Global Institute and body MedSpa, a
Wellness and Beauty brand that empowers, enhances, and educates individuals with the
desire to have healthy bodies and gain conﬁdence through a holistic approach of
services, education, and products.
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Dr OJ is also the creative visionary behind the Beyond Domestic Violence Module, a
multidimensional training course and event-based module and curriculum through her
foundation Honeydrops Foundation geared toward taking the global community beyond
domestic violence. Her foundation also elects global Coed, ambassadors for the Domestic
Violence platform, Miss Fashion and Beauty International and Mr Fashion International.
Alongside running several businesses, Dr OJ also maintains major roles such as been the
Principal of The Yoruba Language School in Dallas, a member of the Dallas Domestic Violence
Task Force, member of the City of Dallas citizens’ advisory board, established by the oﬃce of
the District Attorney and an aﬃliate member of I Change Nations.
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Dr OJ is a natural-born problem solver and has over 15 years of hands-on experience providing
premium services to beauty seekers with the desire to have healthy bodies. Her promise of
helping individuals transform their bodies and physical appearance in 90 days or less has
birthed an extension of her beauty brand for interested beauty professionals looking to be
franchise partners with an already successful beauty brand.
As a licensed cosmetologist, Master and PhD holder in Psychology and Philosophy in
Humanities, Dr OJ embodies the expertise and personality to develop and promote a better
and safer community.
This is reﬂected in the premium level of services oﬀered by HD Pro Global, services such
as;
• IV therapy packages
• Training Certiﬁcation Masterclasses in body sculpting, 3D Microblading, Makeup Artistry etc.
• Fat removal and treating post-op lymphatic care for cosmetic surgery patient to mention a
few.
Dr OJ is not only leaving a positive mark in the beauty industry, but she is also teaching beauty
professionals to be a solution in their lives and businesses. So, what is next for Dr OJ, Makeup
line, hair, and beauty products? I guess we just must wait and see.
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For more information visit hdproglobal.com. You can also connect with Dr Oyinkansola Jinadu
on YouTube, Facebook and Instagram.
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Reading marathon to drive African readers to
African authors
a month ago • by Adunni Amodeni

YouTube has launched its ﬁrst YouTube Africa Reading Challenge, an online reading
marathon featuring authors, inﬂuencers and key opinion leaders across Africa.
In a bid to help popularise the work of African authors across the continent, the personalities
will read extracts from The Secret Lives of Baba Segi’s Wives, a novel by the African-born
Nigerian poet Lola Shoneyin. The book is an entertaining, perceptive and enlightening portrayal
of polygamy in modern-day Nigeria. It reveals the struggles, rivalries, intricate family politics,
and the interplay of personalities and relationships within the complex private world of a
polygamous union.
The novel emerged as the top choice by Africans in a Google Africa survey conducted last July,
which asked social media followers which novel by an African author they would like to see
read live on YouTube. A total of 40 people across Africa have since been selected to kick oﬀ the
YouTube Africa Challenge and will be reading from its pages, encouraging others to join them
too.
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Among the notable names joining the reading challenge are:
From Kenya: Writers and storytellers Muthoni Garland and James Murua, creative writers Anne
Moraa and Aleya Kassam, actor and journalist John Sibi-Okumu, poet and actress Laura
Ekumbo, and actor and writer Mugambi Nthiga.
From Nigeria: Media entrepreneur and talk show host Agatha Amatha, motivational speaker
Olujimi Tewe, philanthropist and writer Betty Irabor, performance coach and strategist Steve
Harris, and career and business coach Muyiwa Afolabi.
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From South Africa: TV presenter and philanthropist Maps Maponyane, media personality
Penny Lebyane, actress and model Pearl Thusi, storyteller and sociologist Upile Chisala, and
award-winning marketer Khaya Dlanga.
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“We are extremely excited about the YouTube Africa Reading Challenge. Reading novels is such a
critical skill and we hope this event will help fuel a reading culture on the continent, while also
highlighting some of the exceptional literary works by African writers,” says Nitin Gajria, Google’s
Managing Director for Africa.
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Bookworms can join the challenge by sharing a 10-second video on their social channels,
reading the same book, and nominating their friends to do the same.
Free access to read The Secret Lives of Baba Segi’s Wives is available for one month via the
OneRead app. This oﬀer is aimed speciﬁcally at those eager to join the challenge, but who don’t
have access to a physical copy of the book. They simply have to download the app from the
App Store, and ﬁnd the book under ‘News and Updates’.
Watch video below:
Youtube Africa Reading Challenge (Full Video)

Watch later

Share

Watch on

The hashtag is: #AfricaReads.
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ScholarX, Airtel Create New Edu-tech Feature to
Improve Teachings, Jobs
a month ago • by Olalekan Fakoyejo

- Airtel has created an audiovisual educational platform in partnership with ScholarX
- The new digital learning platform is called LearnAM and will be used to increase access
to education and jobs
TRENDING

- ScholarX has been oﬀering learning services and undergoing incubation through many
Accelerators
PAY ATTENTION: Join a community of CEOs, founders and decision-makers: subscribe for
a free monthly business newsletter Digital Talks and succeed BIG!
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ScholarX, co-founded by Bola Lawal and Damilola Emuze, has signed a partnership agreement
with telecommunications giant, Airtel, to launch a mobile learning platform, LearnAM.
The new edu-tech initiative will provide its users contents on skills training to better their
knowledge acquisition. Founded in 2016, ScholarX has made it's way into many local and
international funding programmes.
Cape Town-based Injini ed-tech incubator, GSMA Innovation Fund for Mobile Internet Adoption
and Digital Inclusion, Google Launchpad Africa. It has now enter into partnership with Airtel.
BREAKING: NECO registrar Godswill
Obioma assassinated
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Part of the grant obtained from GSMA is expected to be disbursed into LearnAM which will
provide audio and visual educational services through Nigerian languages: Pidgin English,
Yoruba, Igbo, and Hausa.
The mobile learning platform is also going to serve as a marketplace, connecting users to jobs,
customers and apprenticeships.

Airtel and ScholarX partner to create LearnAM. Photo: @AirtelNigeria (R) and @scholarxEdu (L)
Source: Twitter

Commenting on the deal with Airtel, Lawal, who also serves as the chief executive oﬃcer of
ScholarX said:
Advertisement

“We are now able to embark on our quest to connect millions of unconnected people in Africa to
the Internet and help them get trained in valuable skills for the new digital economy."
He added:
“We are committed to building a more skilled workforce focusing on the growing young, and notso-young adult population who are looking to upskill or simply improve their standard of living.”
Meanwhile, Legit.ng had earlier reported that Access Bank has made another acquisition. The
lended is taking over African Bank Corporations in Botswana before the end of the second
quarter.
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African Bank Corporation is owned by Atlas Mara, and the Nigerian creditor will own about 78%
ownership once the deal is completed in the ﬁrst half of this year. The cost of the deal wasn't
disclosed.
This is one of the many ﬁnancial institutions Access Bank has acquired between 2020 and 2021.
The lender has an agenda to penetrate the Southern African region by acquiring banks in the
area.
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